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Week 1: Check your Attitude - Workbook 

At the heart of intimacy are the connecting feelings of love, ____________________, 

empathy and ___________________________. 

To live together with satisfactions, couples need clear, 

_________________ communication. They need to 
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honestly, and directly.
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____________________ in each other.

Confiding includes sharing information about __________________, feelings, habits, 

likes, dislikes, ______________ _________________, daily activities and plans for 

the future.

When couples complain of lack of 

_________________, almost always 

communication is not happening in healthy 

ways.

Communication is the # ______ stated 

problem amor couples.

Communication is a 
challenge because: 
1. Many don’t have a _________________.


2. Most have never taken a _______________.


3. We develop bad _____________________.


4. It requires ___________________.


5. It’s more than ________________.


Communication Triangle 
According to Dr. Sternberg, the triangle of love includes intimacy (or friendship), 

passion, and ____________________________.
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Intimate love is feeling a sense of _________________ ___________________. 


They wish to make each other happy, share with each other, be in communication 

with each other, and _______________ when one is in need. A couple with intimate 

love deeply _____________ each other.


Passionate love is based on _____________. Couples in passionate love feel 

physically attracted to each other, and sexual desire is a component, as well as 

feelings of _____________, dominance, submission, self-actualization, etc. 


Committed love is for lovers who are committed to being __________________ for a 

long period of time. Without commitment, a relationship could end at any point when 

passion, or __________________ are not at their strongest. I prefer to call it 

__________________ love.


We can also think of communication as a _______________ with three essential 

elements: attitude, _____________________________ and skill.  


Today we are going to concentrate on the first side of the triangle: _______________.


Attitude It’s the orientation of your ______________ and ___________ toward your 

spouse. You can’t change what your partner does or says, but you can certainly 

have an attitude _____________________!


Communication doesn't require either party to utter a single______________. In fact, 

you can sometimes communicate louder in ________________ than you ever could 

with words.
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Communication, and especially attitude, is about a lot more than ________________. 

Many essential messages are transmitted through _______________ expressions, 

and body language — as well as through words that are ____________ ___________. 


When couples are in a negative spiral, their attitude is one of wanting to___________ 

or to push each other away.  


Examples of negative spiral language:


• “I love you, but I’m not “___ _______” with you anymore.”


• “If it weren't because of _________ ___________, I’d be out of the relationship so 

fast, you would not see even my shadow.”


• “You are so _____________________ it’s not worth talking to you.”  


• “I’m tired of ______________________ about every little stupid thing.”


Action Time
	 1.	 Think about some negative spiral language you might be using, even if you 

use it only in your head. Write it down.

 

 

 

 

 

2.  Think how you could change that language into a more positive one and write it 
down.
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Good communication is a __________. Good tools can make a task easier to 

accomplish. Don’t let your bad attitude convert communication into a __________.


Have a ________________ attitude! To do so, you need to:


• Consciously ____________________ to focus on the positives in each other.


• Make a list of your spouse’s positive qualities and things you _________________. 

Think of what your spouse does that demonstrates his or her ____________ overall.


• Understand your different __________ and cultivate curiosity and an open mindset.


• If you catch yourself dwelling on ______________________________, stop yourself. 

Shift your thinking to something ___________________.


• If in conflict, have the positive attitude that by entering into ________________ you 

can solve or ___________________ the issue.

Action Time 
1. Think of ways in which you can apply a positive attitude this week. Write it 

down. 
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2.  Imagine yourself taking positive actions based in your positive attitude. 


3.  Choose every day to take a positive attitude from the moment you wake up until 
you go back to bed.


 

4.  Make a list of your spouse’s positive qualities and things you appreciate.


    •     

    •     

    •     

    •    

   

5.  Make a point each day this week to share each day at least 1 thing you 
appreciate about the other. Be specific. Not just "I appreciate how much you love 
me." That's too general. More like: "When you cuddle with me as we watch TV, I 
really feel your love and appreciate it.” Write down a few phrases to “warm your 
creativity.”
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6.  If you need more help to jumpstart your creativity, download from the web page 
the document: 


“Positive Actions" 


Remember that practice makes____________ Practice a positive attitude all week.
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